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This page contains codes for Sengoku Basara 2 characters organized by Playstation 2 sections. This game has 'Action Beat-'Em-Up' as a genre made by Capcom, released on November 29, 2007. If you can't find a clue or a secret on our list, please check this page periodically for the latest updates. Ia dapat Dimainkan di Sengoku
Basara 2 Heroes; nya basara termasuk memanggil tadakatsu wedian dan minta dia melakucan nia basara. Sengouku Basara 3 memiliki desain dirubah ke versi yang lebih tua dan lebih tinggi dari dirinya sendiri dan perkelahian dengan buku-buku kuningan. Dia menyerah pada hideyoshi setelah kematian Nobunaga, Namun Chiba. Toki
Tori 2 Plus PC Games Free Download - Kali ini Admin akan membagikan sebuah. Free download game Sengoku Basara 2 Heroes The full version for PC is. Tuhuang dan Manfaat Analis Perbandingan Laporan Keuangan Tuhuan. The latest items in brackets both represent currently available devices from a.Boxshot and
DetailsDeveloper: CapcomPublisher: CapcomGenre: Action Beat-'Em-UpRelease: November 29, 2007ESRB: Not SetFrom: Burning spiritAdded: 12-29-2015If you know cheat codes, secrets, hints, glitches or other level guides for this game that can help others align up, then please send your codes and share your ideas and experiences
with other gamers. The last questions How do you get the 2nd armor? Hi I just want to know how to get a second armor (I only have 1st armor that you can buy it and the 3rd armor that you get after sharing... The characters sidekickI sawed my brother play basar and I look there sidekick to help him. how can I get that sidekick as my
brother, please I like to see so much... Oichi darkness elementary powerOichi have the power to pull the enemy to the ground, but if I die can that hole becomes bigger?... Elementary weaponsIf I bought a basic weapon, if it would cause a lot of damage?... The latest outfit, how do you unlock the latest outfit? I really want to know that
because I just can unlock two... How to unlock the final weapon? How to unlock the final weapon in Sengoku Basara 2 Heroes?... Oichi Mori azai sanadaAs characters project aura ... See all the questions Ask questionStuck in this game? Set a specific, well-defined question and allow other gamers to answer your question or view the
answers to previously asked questions. If you think you are an expert, then please try to help others with their questions. Gameplay Video in: Characters, Sengoku BASARA 2 Heroes Category Page Edit in: Edit Share Here's a table of items matching their strings and column positions on the item selection screen. Some items are new to
Utage. Some of them were A personal item and a summary of their impact will be included here (necessary information). Items are also often referred to as their strings - column address former: 1-1 will be a string 1 column 1 or 3 - 5 will be a line 3 column 5. There are 32 rows of items with 6 in in Строки. Любая помощь с точными
значениями и именами элементов была бы признательной. Table: S = Small, M = Medium, L = Large, PI = Personal Item (adds a unique effect to specified character) 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 Life +2000 Life +3000 Life +4000 Attack +100 Attack +200 Attack +300 2 Defense +200 Defense +250 Defense +400 Increases the Effects of Recovery
Items +5% Increases the Effects of Recovery Items +10% Increases the Effects of Recovery Items +15% 3 BASARA Art attack power +200 BASARA Art attack power +300 BASARA Art attack power +400 Attack +300 during Drive/Boost Attack +400 during Drive/Boost Attack +500 during Drive/Boost 4 Increases damage against Camp
Commanders (s) Increases damage against Camp Commanders (m) Increases damage against Camp Commanders (l) Elemental attack activation chance +5% Elemental attack activation chance +7% Elemental attack activation chance +9% 5 Enemy guard break and dizzy chance up (S) Enemy guard break and dizzy chance up (M)
Enemy guard break and dizzy chance up (L) Decreases player's stun , guard break, dizzy chance (S) Decreases player's stun, guard break, dizzy chance (M) Decreases player's stun, guard break, dizzy chance (L) 6 Attack +70 for every base captured Attack +80 for every base captured Attack +90 for every base captured Attack/Defense
+50 when an an ally peforms a BASARA Assist Attack/Defense +60 when an an ally peforms a BASARA Assist Attack/Defense +70 when an an ally peforms a BASARA Assist 7 Attack and defense +200 when near death Attack and defense +300 when near death Attack and defense +400 when near death +400 to aerial attacks +500 to
aerial attacks +600 to aerial attacks 8 Attack +700 when all 3 gauges are full Attack +800 when all 3 gauges are full Attack +900 when all 3 gauges are full Attack +500 for the first hit of the s-string Attack +600 for the first hit of the s-string Attack +700 for the first hit of the s-string 9 Увеличивает урон, нанесенный парировалом 2000
фунтов стерлингов Увеличивает урон, нанесенный парировалом 2500 фунтов стерлингов Увеличивает урон, нанесенный парировалом 3000 атак 4000 фунтов стерлингов в течение первых 10 секунд этапа. Стеки только время. Атака No4000 в течение первых 20 секунд этапа. Стеки только время. Атака No4000 в
течение первых 30 секунд этапа. Стеки только время. 10 Исцеление во время охраны (S) Исцеление во время охраны (M) Исцеление во время охраны (L) Уменьшает силу атаки на 5% Уменьшает силу атаки на 10% Уменьшает силу атаки на 15% 11 Убийство врагов с одним хитом сетей вы 3 zenny/coins Убийство
врагов с одним хитом сетей вы 5 zenny/coins Luck Up (монеты Убийство врагов с одним хитом S) Luck Up (M) Luck Up (L) 12 союзников становятся огнеупорными союзниками становятся ударопрочный союзников стать Iceproof союзники становятся Ветрозащитные союзники становятся Darkproof союзники становятся
Lightproof 13 3x ущерб дальних солдат 3x ущерб защищенных 1 punch to break shields 3x damage large/heavy soldiers 3x damage ninja 3x damage machines, 1 year year Breaking Traps 3x Damage Animals 14 Highest Critical Chance Hit Normal Art Combo is a critical hit You are dealing with 50% more damage, but take 300%
more in response to weapon power just like your strongest weapon. It doesn't include bonus effects. Hero Time is extended by 1 second for every 5 knockouts Hero Gauge fills twice as much when the camp is busy. The zoom sensor requires only 80 kills to fill. 15 Hit count No. 2, when all 3 sensors are full Battle Frenzy is extended by 5
seconds The time allowed between combo hits is extended. One hit is considered 2 during the BASARA Art Hero Gauge full at the beginning of the fight can activate the disc once when the sensor is not full. Leaves you in red health. 16 Speed of movement significantly increased speed temporarily increased when searching for rice balls
Damage taken from enemies decreases by 1/4 Taunting fills BASARA Gauge more than usual BASARA Gauge full at the beginning of the battle BASARA gauge fills faster than 17 can not be stunned by the arrows of the soldier and the bullets automatically deflects the arrows and bullets when blocking makes it easier to parry attacks
Restore a large amount of health, When you win the Duel reduces the recovery time dizziness increases invincibilty footage while dodging 18 1 hit counts as 2 while riding a horse Combo remains active while riding a horse Attack up while riding a horse Health is always low, but exp multiplier No 1 Health is constantly decreasing, but the
rate of money x3 Attack increases for every kill 19 you get 50% more exp. Received from the special stage award Exp multiplier No 0.2 If both characters equip No. 2 When equipped you will always receive the same weapon, but with a higher LV (doesn't work in Call mode) Summons money hammer every 100 kills Double HP of all
enemies. 20 You will get 4x more money, but your money will be cut in half when you get hit by a sword, shield, and Mallet's money temporary raises the last 10 seconds more increases the kick back distance kick back attacks. The bodyguard won't help you in battle. Nullifies weapon power-ups (Attack, Defense, BASARA and Boost)
Fugitives are marked on the map. If both characters are equipped with chances of appearing greatly increased 21 allied soldiers flatter you with the kind words of allied soldiers talking shit to you During the battle you hear the old Japanese radio show you hear: girl and monkey in battle You hear hard, but a fair talk about the strange
daughter Chance to revive after the death of 22 Opening song UTAGE plays during the battle Ending the song Twilight plays during the battle theme of the song your character plays during the battle the theme of the song your ally plays during the battle Plays the last song you listened to in the gallery Grey and Golden Effects elements
exchanged 23 Equip and you get 1 extra Hatena box after the fight (happy box item) Equip two and you get 2 extra Hatena boxes after the fight (happy box item) Equip three and and and Get 3 extra Hatena boxes after the fight (happy box item) Equip all four and you get 4 extra Great Hatena boxes after the fight (happy box item) Empty
Empty 24 Equip all four and you get an extra 5K exp. After the fight 2 3 4 Empty Empty 25 Equip all four and you get an extra 5K zenny / coins after the fight 2 3 4 Empty 26 Each gives armor (weapon). Equip all four to have 4 gold armor. The character can't block or shy away from empty empty 27 Incredible Luck, but there's no chance to
top up the health of Empty Empty 28 Hisahide PI Permanent Blaze Border Mode Koj'r PI Permanent Moonless Slaughter Mode Sasuke PI Send bushin in every dashing, jumping, and evading move. Hideaki PI When health is full, Triangle will always be lobster. Restore health by eating carrots/lobsters. Tenkai PI Permanent Ecstasy
Mode. Yoshiaki PI Taunt Move Becomes Play Dead. During this condition, Health and BASARA fill (Health should not be complete) 29 Muneshige PI Permanent Thunder King mode. No.2 hits on all long-lasting chainsaw attacks. Serin PI Transformed absorbs 5 times more damage. Removes the time limit of his third Super. Ieyasu PI
Permanent mode hood Mitsunari PI Max speed of movement for veneration. The dark element is a chance of up to 15% to any weapon. Instant start-up for all skills. Yoshitsugu PI Adds No. 3 hit and dark element when locked on target By Magoichi PI Pistol rockets shots. 30 Kanbei PI Set a bomb when dodging. Increases the duration of
certain skills. Tsuruhime PI Trap enemies into a bubble when dashing in them. Masamune PI Standing six claws mode Yukimura PI Permanent caught fire mode. Keiji PI When you taunt your enemies, start dancing and then fill your BASARA sensor. Motochika PI Net damages enemies in and around it. You can also catch Tadakatsu,
Yesitsagu and Serina. 31 Motonari PI Super armor when setting traps. Yoshihiro PI All enemies and allies die in one blow. Tadakatsu PI All super skills have no time limit. The electromagnet no longer depletes health. Kotaro PI All air attacks are crucial and 3 hits per attack Oichi PI can revive once during the battle. The PI Nobunaga
significantly increase the length of time for both Battle Boost and Battle Drive 32 Kenshin PI to extend the activation time of the God region. Increase the speed, and all attacks have an icy element during God Region Kasuga PI releases binding wires/strings when using moves/skills. Toshiie PI Permanent Rice Ball mode Matsu PI Attacks
that use animals have twice as much energy Ujimasa PI Activation time as moxibustion and past fame 3 times the size of Shingen PI Permanent Fu-Rin-Ka-zan mode Sengoku BASARA 3 Utage Community available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. Noted. Noted. basara 2 heroes item translation. basara 2 heroes item rahasia.
basara 2 heroes item wiki. sengoku basara 2 heroes item. sengoku basara 2 heroes personal items. sengoku basara 2 heroes unlock all item. cara mendapatkan item khusus basara 2 heroes. basara 2 heroes item list
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